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Attract clients, grow your profits and have more success ON YOUR TERMS > > >



Welcome & thanks for downloading!!

So, let me ask you these two simple questions…
      
     1. Is your business EXACTLY where you  
         want it to be?

     2. Are you living the life you always           
        dreamed of and wanted?

If the answer here is anything but a “hell yes, I’m on my 
path, living my truth & loving it!” Then my next question 
to you is “Do you have a strategic plan that, (step 
by step), shows you how to go from where you are, 
to where you actually want be? A step by step plan 
that’s easy to follow & simple to execute?  A plan that if 
it works for you, is it naturally effortless to explode onto 
the next level and if the reverse is true and it doesn’t 
work for you it’s easy to course correct and shift your 
results so you can be back on track, FAST?

Ok, I’d hazard a guess that many of you reading this 
are thinking some variation of; “Hmmm…no…I’m not 
quite there, I would like more leads, (so I can get 
more clients) & have more cashflow”.  Or perhaps 
you want more life balance to find the time to do 
the things you love.  Whatever you’re thinking, it’s 
all Okay, because its where most business find 
themselves at some point…I know I did!

I also know what you could probably use right now 
is a bit of a boost, and a roadmap that will show you 
exactly; how to attract more clients, increase your 
profits & have more success ON YOUR TERMS.  Hey, 
you already know what you want, you just need to 
know how to get it…right?  And that’s exactly what I’m 
gonna give to you.

Hey



Put simply, my mission is to help you succeed, so you can create 
a business & life YOU absolutely LOVE.  And to do that you gotta 
get clear on what you want, then map a growth plan that’s right 
for you, your lifestyle goals, needs & wants. So often we adopt 
what has worked for others, or what they say success should be.  
Well I say stuff that!   This is YOUR business, YOUR Life and to 
have meaningful success you have to do things; YOUR way.

Whether you’re already making a comfortable income & want to 
make an additional $100k plus on your bottom line.  Or perhaps 
you’re just starting out and are looking to reach your first six-
figure milestone.  Or maybe you are somewhere in between…but 
wherever you are, I’m going to share with you the exact trusted 
system I use with my clients to grow their business & skyrocket 
their results FAST! 

So, how do you add an additional six figures to your bottom line & 
have more success on your terms?

Simple! - Do these 6 things;

1) Decide your outcome

2) Know your market

3) Map your money model

4) Become the expert

5) Master your marketing

6) Take MASSIVE action

And stop playing around with the “idea of the week” … it’s time to 
go create, then execute a new sustainable plan!!

What follows is an outline of each of the 6 steps listed above and 
how to execute them to grow your business.  Together we’ll have 
you well on the way to success and a life that you love.

So, let’s get started!

Xo Rachael
Rachael Watt - The Business Experts Advisor
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6-Steps to Six-Figures Fast

The first thing I want you to get really clear about is what do you 
actually want? What do you really want for your life, your business, 
your relationships, health, family…what’s your ultimate endgoal(s)?  

Now this might sound like a really obvious first question but if you can’t 
answer it with clarity and certainty the minute I ask, you’ve probably 
got some work to do.

Secondly, when you are clear what you want, I want you to ask 
yourself; Why do you want it? 

Answering the question “What do I want” and then secondly “Why do 
I want it” is really about setting a clear intention and vision for your life 
(and in turn your business).  

It is this clarity that will shape how you show up in every area of your 
life. It will shape how you make decisions, what you say yes to and 
what you move past, because every decision will be about taking you 
closer to your desired outcome.

For example, if you want a lifestyle that’s location independent there 
is no point building a business model that means you have to show up 
and work in an office 9-5.

When you know what you want (your outcome), you can ask yourself ; 
“is this action, task, situation taking me closer to my end goal or further 
away?”  You will be able to evaluate opportunities fast and focus your 
attention on what’s truly important TO YOU!! 

Get it?

Now it’s over to you.

1 Decide Your 
Outcome
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6-Steps to Six-Figures Fast

Take some time to think through, then when you’re ready, fill in the blanks.

You now know what you want and why you want it…your next question is “what do I need to do 
to make it a reality?” Which brings us to Step 2…

My Endgoal(s)

Action

What do I want? I want (outcome)…

Why do I want it? So I can (purpose)…
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6-Steps to Six-Figures Fast

If you want to grow your business so you can achieve your lifestyle 
outcomes, increase your profits and help more people, the one 
thing you can do right now is really clarify who you serve and the 
transformation you offer through your knowledge, services and or 
products. 

To understand your value you must begin by understanding your 
target customers. Get in their head, think of the problems/challenges 
and aspirations your customers/ideal clients have and how you solve 
them.  Really understand your ideal clients wants, needs, thoughts and 
fears in intimate detail. 

Heck, you can even ask them. For example, say you’re a personal 
trainer you could ask your ideal clients; ”if you could double your 
fitness level and vitality this year, what do you think you would need 
to do to do that?”  Then once you know their aspirational level, in what 
they are looking for, double it and give it to them.

Something to remember, it’s no longer just ok to solve your target 
clients problems, you gotta really understand their aspirations, what 
they are looking for and their ultimate endgoal. Then set about 
creating products and services to meet those aspirations. 

Now it’s your turn…

2 Know Your
Market
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6-Steps to Six-Figures Fast

Take some time to think through, then when you’re ready, fill in the blanks.

HINT: Imagine a recent client or person you helped, that is your greatest success story or 
something you are really proud of - what specific results did they get from working with 
you? List their EXACT aspirations when you first spoke, their results and how you helped.

Ask Yourself

Who do I serve?

What are their greatest fears, challenges, needs, wants and (above all), aspirations?

What is the transformation I offer/What are the problems I solve?

Action
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6-Steps to Six-Figures Fast

Now you’re clear what your clients want and the problems you solve, 
what will you offer, how will you monetise your brand? 

Getting clear on where the money is coming from is a crucial part of 
building a sustainable business that’s going to serve you and your 
lifestyle goals. After all you gotta build a business model that can feed 
you!!

So here we’re getting clear on your money making offer funnel and 
where the money will actually come from.

I know people who have hundreds of thousands of followers online 
but are making $0 and I also know people with less than 1,000 
followers yet they are making millions. Why? They have something to 
sell and usually something leveraged to sell online; (e.g. they created 
it once and sell it, time and time again). Now, I get this can be sensitive 
for some people but here’s the thing; you have to create products and 
programs for people to continue their education with you.     
  
Lets say you write a blog post that people just love, you have to think 
that a proportion of these readers will want to go deeper with you on 
that topic. People want to learn and further their skills, so if you want to 
help your audience, you have to create a product or service they can 
buy to deepen their education WITH YOU.

As a service expert the product/service options are endless, you 
could offer:

• 1:1 coaching or mentoring
• An online course/program
• A workshop, retreat or seminar
• A Book, eBook, DVD or Audio series
• Keynote speeches
• 3-part webinar series
• Monthly training program…the list is endless.

3 Map Your
Money Model
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6-Steps to Six-Figures Fast

The key is to develop offers that will meet your ideal clients’ needs 
and your own business and lifestyle aspirations.

And here’s a general rule of thumb re pricing:

If you’re making your offer online and you’re going direct to a sale 
versus offering a qualified free session, stick to a price point of $2,000 
or less. Usually, $297-$497 is the sweet spot for a simple introductory 
online course that takes little/none of your time; i.e. you create it once, 
then leverage it time and time again. 

If you’re making your offer using one-on-one conversations (via a 
free discover session or at events), it’s important that you are working 
toward offering something that is at a price point of $2,000 or more to 
get the most value for your time. 

Also look at leverage. If, at present your only income stream is from 
swapping your time for money, then we have a problem from the 
outset, as there is only a finite amount of time you have available.  So 
look at ways to leverage both your delivery e.g. speaking 1 to many, 
as well as leveraging your selling e.g. group programs.  Its far better 
to leverage your delivery than the selling, as you reach more from the 
outset.

Let me give you an example:

When I started out my primary offer was my Guide to Success 
Marketing Home-Study Course priced at $550 and my secondary was 
a 3 month 1:1 coaching package sold for $5,000.  To promote these 
offers I was primarily a Speaker and 1:1 mentor.  I would speak on 
other people’s stages (which had an average attendee rate of 50-100 
people).  I had a goal to speak at two events per month to a min 100 
attendees.   

I’d convert 50% into my guide to success marketing program sold at 
$550 each and I’d offer a free kick-start coaching session 1:1 with me 
for all those who purchased.  From those free sessions my goal was 
to upsell 30% into my 1:1 mentoring program @$5k+ each (I eventually 
offered a mentoring upgrade to my Done For You package @ $10K+ 
each) so the numbers looked like this…

3. Map Your Money Model
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6-Steps to Six-Figures Fast

Now it’s your turn…

TOTAL INCOME : 
$92,500 per month

The Math

Intro

Attendees: 100

Offer 1: $ 550

Buyers: 50 (50% conversion)

Income: $ 27,500 pm

Upsell 1:1 Session

Attendees: 35 (70% conversion)

Offer 2: $ 5,000

Buyers: 11 (30% conversion)

Income: $ 55,000 pm

Upgrade D4U

-

Offer 3 D4U: $ 10,000

Buyers: 1 (10% conversion)

Income: $ 10,000 pm

3. Map Your Money Model
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6-Steps to Six-Figures Fast

Take some time to think through, then when you’re ready, fill in the blanks.

E.g. 3-month 1:1 coaching - $2997 / 12-month mastermind – $7,500

E.g. Introductory half day event – $97 / 6-part online training program - $997

Ask Yourself

What can you offer that is less then $2000? (This is your level 1 product(s)).

What can you offer that is greater than $2,000? (This is your level 2 product(s)).

Action
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6-Steps to Six-Figures Fast

If you want to attract more clients and ultimately grow your profits, 
one of the first things to do is position yourself as an expert in the eyes 
of your prospects.  

Before we even look at how to do that, first you gotta claim your topic 
and expertise.  Claim what you want to be known for, then own the 
fact that you have been through enough in life to really teach and 
inspire people with your knowledge.  Whether you’re a trainer, life 
coach, accountant, hairdresser (or other), you have expert knowledge, 
experience and a story to share that your targets need to hear to help 
them achieve their outcomes.  So ask yourself;

“What do you want to be known for? How do you want to be 
perceived? What thoughts of your market do you want to own?” (e.g. 
when my customer thinks business strategy I want them to think 
“Rachael Watt”).

So once you have decided what you want to be a known expert in, you 
then have to focus on continually building your authority and expert 
status amongst your target audience.  Continually showing them that 
you can solve their problems, meet their needs and take them closer 
to where they want to be.

There are two core ways to position yourself as an expert:

1) Speak the language of your clients

The language of your clients is the language of results.  You see, 
successful marketing is NEVER ABOUT YOU it’s always about your 
clients and what you can do for them. Yes, there is a place for your 
story, but instead of talking about yourself, you want to talk about the 
challenges, dreams, hopes and aspirations (remember point 2) of your 
prospectus/ideal clients.  People don’t really care about what you do, 
they care about the outcomes you can get them.  They are looking for 
and paying for, results.

4 Become The
Expert
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6-Steps to Six-Figures Fast

2) Teach something valuable

Start a blog, post a weekly video teaching on a topic of interest to 
your targets; host webinars, do a live stream…whichever medium you 
choose it’s important to regularly share your expertise and content of 
value with your target audience.  To get this started, one of the most 
effective things to do is create one new piece of content each week, or 
even each month (I know for some this will be an alien and somewhat 
daunting task). Get on & post snippets about the content on social 
media, talk about it on a 1-2 min live video and drive people back to 
your website to find out more.  You could even offer additional value 
in the form of a free download, cheat sheet or guide (we’ll talk more 
about that in part 5 below).

If you can speak their language,  then ensure every piece of 
communication that leaves your business is designed to talk to them 
and that you can teach them something valuable, then they are going 
to come to the natural conclusion that you are the one that can help 
them.  

It’s like when you’re in a foreign country, where no one speaks your 
language and you bump into someone that does, it’s like phew! What a 
relief!….. Yeah?  This is the same for your clients.  

Again, Now It’s your turn…

4. Become The Expert
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6-Steps to Six-Figures Fast

Take some time to think through, then when you’re ready, fill in the blanks.

Ask Yourself

What do I want to be known for?

What five topics could you teach that would improve your target clients’ life/business/results?

Action
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6-Steps to Six-Figures Fast

Most business owners are excellent at what they do and passionate 
about their business, but not so great at marketing. What started out 
as a bright dream of a life on their own terms (escape from a job or 
corporate life) turns into struggle and frustration. 

Marketing is like oxygen for your business and if done right, will attract 
clients to your door…if done poorly, it will waste you a lot of time and 
money!  Marketing, when done correctly, is the best investment you 
will ever make in your business. (Hey, if its done the right way, it should 
never cost you a thing).  

Stay with me here;….Let’s say you spend $1 on an ad and that ad 
always returns you $3, you’d keep doing it, right? As it’s yielding you 
way more than its costing; #bestinvestment!

Marketing is all about getting consumers who have a need to 
know, like and trust you more to try, buy, repeat buy and refer.  It is 
essentially getting customers to the door.  Getting them to put their 
hand up and say; “yes I want to give what you have to offer a try!”. 
Then, “hell yes, I want to buy what you have to offer”.

When it comes to your marketing and effectively attracting prospectus 
clients to your business, it’s a system and within the system there are 
three key areas, or what I like to call “profit boosters” to consider:

1. Your Leads: The process of getting people to hear about you or find 
you.

2. Your List: The process of getting more of your leads to agree to 
want to know more about you/try your service.

3. Your Leverage: The process of getting people to agree to buy from 
you and then buy in a way that gives you maximum returns.

Let’s look at each…

5 Master Your 
Marketing
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6-Steps to Six-Figures Fast

Your Leads: Your leads are prospects (potential customers), who are 
likely to be interested in your offering.  Your aim here is to be seen, 
known, liked and trusted by your ideal client, because they are looking 
for you too, – (they have aspirations and problems that need to be 
solved, remember?)

There are various ways to attract your ideal client prospect, some of 
my favourites are listed below.  Whichever lead generation channel(s) 
you choose, you want to get as many of them as possible to put their 
hand up and say; “Yes, I want to try your service, or hear more from you”.

Some of my favourite lead generation strategies include:

• Joint Venture Partnerships 
• Referral Marketing
• Networking
• Speaking for leads / Speaking for sales (workshop/talk or event)
• Facebook/Social Sharing 
• Content Marketing
• Email marketing
• Facebook/Google Advertising

These are just some favourites…there are actually 16 marketing 
channels that are working right now to get your message out.  I 
recommend you pick 2-3 strategies to focus on (strategies that will 
work for you and your business/lifestyle goals, remember step 1); and 
use some of the remaining options to support.  For example, partnering 
with others could be a main strategy that you choose to adopt, yet you 
use email marketing, with social sharing to support and promote that 
partnership.

KEY TIP: I firmly believe connection is your currency when it comes 
to business, so definitely consider collaborating with other non-
competing businesses who service the same clients to attract your 
ideal clients…it’s a must for every business. As well as speaking for 
leads.

Your List: Whether you hand business cards out in person, or have 
prospects enter their details online for info; building a list of people 
who know, like and trust you enough that they have raised their hand 
to show they are a candidate for what you have to offer is crucial for 
success.   

5. Master Your Marketing
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6-Steps to Six-Figures Fast

I know that most 6-7 figure business owners will tell you that their 
one key to success is their list.  Your list is the biggest asset in your 
business – it’s your retirement account in fact.

You don’t need a huge list to have a multiple 6-figure business, what’s 
important is the relationship you’re building with those on that list.  It’s 
all about giving value.

A proven way to build your list is via a simple opt in box on your 
website, which lets you offer something of irresistible value to the 
visitor that they can’t help but give you their name and email in 
exchange for the info.  (So now, is it starting to click why knowing 
your client and the transformations/value you bring is so important!?). 
Because once they have given you their name and email, you have 
permission to start building a relationship with them.  This could 
include sending them your weekly value content (blog etc.), showing 
them that you are the person to help them achieve their aspirations 
and goals.

Your Leverage: From there it’s all about what you offer and how you 
leverage your sales.  To leverage something is to consider how you can 
get greater results from the same amount of time, effort and money. 
(i.e. are you selling just 1:1 services or can you make more with a group 
program?  Are you selling one product at a time or can you encourage 
bulk orders?).

Here you have to ask yourself; “how can I better leverage what I 
offer?” Perhaps you can create a premium version of your product that 
includes some extra goodies and you price it at $2k rather than $1k 
and offer it to everyone who puts their hand up to buy. (refer to section 
3 above for more details on your money machine).

Then it’s a numbers game, because if you improve any of these profit 
boosters you will increase your income immediately and if you increase 
them all, you’ll get a huge income leap.

The System in Action
Allow me give you an example of how you can turn a $2,000 a month 
business into a $10,000 per month business just by changing these 
three things.

5. Master Your Marketing
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6-Steps to Six-Figures Fast

Let’s say you generate 100 leads per month. From these 100 leads you 
get 10 to join your list (via offering a free newsletter or audio recording). 
Then let’s suppose of these 10, 2 people go onto buy products from 
you worth $1,000 each which means you’re making $2,000 per month.  
Now all things being the same, (meaning same conversion rate), let’s 
see what you can do to increase your results……

First let’s look at your leads.  If you did nothing but double your leads, 
you double your sales.  As now you will have 200 leads per month (not 
just 100), 20 would join your list and 4 will buy your $1,000 product – 
that’s now $4,000 in your pocket per month.  You just doubled your 
sales.

Now let’s look at your list…let’s say you doubled how many you get on 
your list.  As a result you have 40 people on your list (instead of 20), 
which equals 8 sales per month (rather than 4), which is now $8,000 in 
your pocket per month.

Lastly, let’s take a look at your leverage. Imagine you create a premium 
version of your offer and price it at $2,000 and you offer it to everyone 
who’s ready to buy. If only 25% take advantage of the premium offer, 
you now make an additional $2,000 per month, which brings your total 
monthly income from this one product funnel to $10,000.

Did you catch that I just showed you how to take a $2,000 a month 
business and turn it into a $10,000 per month business, just by looking 
at how to improve these three areas;
 – your leads, your list and your leverage.  

The key to it all of this is having the plan and system in place to make 
it happen…and that’s what this profit plan is and the six things you can 
take action on immediately to lead you to that six-figure success, fast.

So, back to you;

5. Master Your Marketing
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6-Steps to Six-Figures Fast

Take some time to think through, then when you’re ready, fill in the blanks.

(think free report, video series, swipe file etc.).

Ask Yourself

What three to four lead generation channels will you use to attract leads to your business?

What value opt-in offer could you create for your idea targets?

What are your targets – # leads, # opt in conversion, # sales conversion?

Action
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6-Steps to Six-Figures Fast

Finally, “momentum”, “success”, “results”,…they don’t just happen! You 
really have to take action,…and massive action at that.
A plan is all very well and good, but without the action of progressive 
steps, continuous ticking things off your task lists; it’s just a plan going 
nowhere.                                                                      

So this section is here to remind you that you’ll only get out of this 
guide what you put into it.  Please take some time to digest each 
section, work through your answers thoroughly and look at what you 
can do, (or improve) in your business straight away.  Make a plan and 
commit to doing something every day, so you move yourself towards 
the results you want.  

What’s that saying; “a journey of a thousand miles, begins with a single 
step”. Well now is your time to take that step, to begin and bring your 
desires into reality. Now start today and TAKE MASSIVE ACTION.

It’s also good to review these six areas every 90 days, then you can 
continue to map the critical factors you want to focus on. This will take 
you closer to where you want to be. 

Believe me if you do this, you will soon be smiling your way to six-
figure success, time and time again.  Because what I’ve given you is 
a formula, a recipe to get you to where you want to go.  You just have 
to follow it and rinse and repeat for anything you create, now or in the 
future.

And of course don’t go it alone.  Seeking advice from someone further 
along on the path than you is a great way to skyrocket your results.  
To be held accountable to take the action is priceless.  So decide 
what you want, make your plan, determine your action steps and 
enlist the help of a mentor to guide, advise and importantly hold you 
accountable. Even mentors need mentors and that’s where I can help, 
should you desire.  

So for the final time, it’s your turn to fill in the blanks;…

6 Take Massive
Action
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6-Steps to Six-Figures Fast

Take some time to think through, then when you’re ready, fill in the blanks.

Ask Yourself

What are the critical tasks I need to focus on in my business over the next 90 days?

Of those tasks, which are the most critical to get started on?

What resources and additional support do I require?

Action
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6-Steps to Six-Figures Fast

I hope you found this guide helpful and you’ve 
walked away with some great tips, some “Aha
moments” and pertinent actions you can implement 
in your business right away, that take you closer to 
six-figure success.

If you found it helpful, let me know what you loved. 

You can email me rachael@rachaelwatt.com and 
feel free to share it with your friends who might also 
need some clarity and a business boost.

Next Step:

Hey

To be notified of upcoming webinars 
and free training visit:

www.rachaelwatt.com

Through rachaelwatt.com I run regular 
free webinars and live training for 
business owners looking to learn and 
apply new strategies to  grow their 
business and profits.

© Rachael Watt 2018



“The difference between the 
business and life you want and the 
business and life you have is YOU!”

So what are you waiting for?

R A C H A E L W A T T . C O M


